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Abstract

Urbanization has led to a concentration of both persons and property, which increases
the potential degree of damage liable to occur in crisis situations. Urban areas have
become increasingly complex socio-technical systems where the inextricable tangle
of activities, networks and territories enables disruptions propagate rather than being5

disseminated.
In risk anticipation, measures of prevention and anticipation are generally defined

by using hazard modelling. The relevance of this approach may be subject to discus-
sion (Zevenbergen et al., 2011) particularly in view of the large number of uncertainties
that make hazard evaluation so difficult. For this reason, uncertainty analysis is ini-10

tially called upon in a theoretical approach before any applied approach. Generally,
the uncertainty under study is not assessed in hydrological studies. This uncertainty
is related to the choice of evaluation model used for extreme values. This application
has been used on the territory of the town of Besançon in eastern France. Strategic
orientations for territorial resilience are presented taking account of the high levels of15

uncertainty concerning estimates for possible flow-rates. Adapting urban systems is
becoming a priority for urban resilience; this adaptation must take several spatial and
temporal scales into consideration. This concerns both increasing the existing city’s re-
silience in the face of risks, but also guiding actions wherever new urban developments
are created.20

1 Introduction

Climate changes combined with a concentration of property and persons in urban ar-
eas and the increasing sensitiveness of our urban systems foretell devastating events
for the years to come. By the end of the century, the economic cost of flood risks
throughout the world is liable to attain a value of 100 billion euros per year. (EEA,25

2011).
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Except for exceptional cases, deurbanizing flood areas is out of the question due to
economic development (Klein et al., 2004), social acceptance (Adger et al., 2008), and
the environmental challenges raised by sustainable development, which entail limiting
urban sprawl by increasing cities’ density and compactness. Therefore, the fight against
damage caused by flooding as well as the sustainable development objectives that5

apply to urban technical systems mean that resilience actions must be implemented
(Milman and Short, 2008). If hazards prove to be interesting factors of innovation for
cities and buildings (Romero-Lankao and Dodman, 2011), risk management measures
must be taken in an appropriate context of governance and with adequate knowledge
of any changes in socio-economic contexts and uncertainties (Adger et al., 2008). Re-10

search on vulnerability has increased over the last few years (Serre and Barroca, 2013;
Birkmann et al., 2013). This type of research normally assesses a city’s vulnerability
to a hazard and sometimes introduce resilience indicators, strategies or adaptation
scenarios (Romero Lankao and Qin, 2011). If various authors agree to admit that,
for anticipating flooding efficiently, implementation of resilient strategies must antici-15

pate flooding scenarios, which today’s probabilistic models deem to be extreme or rare
(Zevenbergen et al., 2011), it would appear necessary to put the reliability of these
results into question.

For modelling hazards, especially hydrological hazards, we cannot exclude impor-
tant uncertainties especially when modelling rare events (Barroca, 2006). Improving20

risk management for events that possess considerable evaluation uncertainty must
integrate this uncertainty into strategic orientations. In this article, strategic analysis
is developed by characterizing territories’ for implementing resilience by incorporating
uncertainty in hazard evaluations. This article does not deal with the holistic problem
of resilience which involves cultural, social, environmental, economic and institutional25

resilience, and the link between the various facets. To implement a local strategy, the
central aim of this article is to develop an approach for understanding the importance
of urban components and critical infrastructures.
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2 Statistical evaluation of uncertainty

On several rivers, the high discharges observed over recent years exceed forecasts
the prediction of very rare quantile carried out in the past by the hydrologists. Two main
explanations exist:

– These floods are really very extreme and their probability of occurrence is really5

very small.

– These floods are important, but their “beyond the norm” nature is merely wishful
thinking. This illusion is perpetuated by errors inherent to estimates of their return
period which, on the face of it, are too great.

To identify a flood-prone area in the event of a rise in water levels – 100-year flooding10

for example – we need to make a series of analyses and choices. Uncertainties exist
at every stage, which makes estimating global uncertainty an extremely complex task.

This section presents the characterization of uncertainties, especially the uncertainty
as to the choice of mathematical model to be used for estimating the hazard.

We will not go into measurement uncertainty (Lang et al., 2006; Gaume et al., 2004)15

nor the validity of sometimes obsolete measurements in a context of climate change.
Uncertainties on the physical model are generally circumscribed, but uncertainties re-
lated to the choice of mathematical model used for estimating extreme flow-rates are
not presented in risk analyses. Hydrologists’ culture (in the sense of their usual habits)
leads them to systematically use the so-called GUMBEL model without assessing20

its relevance in the face of data distribution (Payrastre et al., 2005; Payrastre, 2005;
Bernardara et al., 2006).

2.1 Extreme value theory

Extreme-value theory is a relevant tool for estimating N-year return level (denoted by
TN ) of floods or rainfalls when N is larger than the number of years of observations.25

In such a case, TN is beyond the observation range and extrapolation is thus needed.
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Extreme-value theory provides several estimators as well as evaluations of their associ-
ated uncertainty through the construction of confidence intervals. Two types of methods
are available; see Coles (2001) for further details.

2.1.1 Block maxima approach

Let X1,X2, . . . be a sequence of independent random variables with a common distribu-5

tion function F . Denote by Mn = max(X1, . . . ,Xn) their maxima with distribution function
F n. The extreme-value theorem states that the distribution function of their maxima can
be approximated by the Generalized Extreme-Value (GEV) distribution function defined
as

Gξ(x) = exp
[
−
(

1+ ξ
(x−µ

σ

))−1/ξ]
10

for all x such that 1+ ξ(x−µ)/σ > 0. Here, µ is the location parameter, σ > 0 is the
scale parameter and ξ is the shape parameter referred to as the extreme-value index.
In the particular case where ξ = 0, the GEV reduces to a Gumbel distribution, i.e.

G0(x) = exp
[
−exp

(
−
(x−µ

σ

))]
.

Otherwise, the GEV distribution is called a Fréchet distribution (ξ > 0) or a Weibull15

distribution (ξ < 0). In practice, the original data X1,X2, . . . are split into m blocks of size
n. For instance, a block may correspond to a time period of length one year. In such
a case, n is the number of observations per year and thus the block maxima are annual
maxima.

The N-year return period is then obtained by inverting Gξ at point 1/N:20

TN = µ− σ
ξ

[1− (− log(1−1/N))−ξ] ' µ− σ
ξ

[1−Nξ] if ξ 6= 0
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or

TN = µ−σ log(− log(1−1/N)) ' µ+σ logN if ξ = 0,

the previous approximations being reliable if N is large.
In practice, the parameters (µ,σ,ξ) have to be estimated. Several techniques exist,

the two most popular being maximum likelihood and probability weighted moments.5

Both of them require an interactive procedure to compute the estimators. In each case,
confidence intervals on return period can be derived to assess the statistical uncer-
tainty of the estimation. However, in the bock maxima approach, the estimation de-
pends on the choices made by the user: the size of the blocks, the assumption made
on the extreme-value index (ξ 6= 0 or ξ = 0) and the estimator used (maximum likeli-10

hood or probability weighted moments). Unfortunately, there is no mathematical tool to
assess the uncertainty related to these choices.

2.1.2 Peaks over threshold approach

The previous block maxima approach relies on the modelling of one single observation
in each block: the maxima. There might be a loss of information if more than one obser-15

vation is extreme in a block. To overcome this limitation, the peaks over threshold (POT)
approach relies on the modelling of the excesses over a threshold u. More specifically,
the distribution of the Yi = Xi −u given Xi > 0 can be approximated by a Generalized
Pareto Distribution (GPD) with distribution function given by

Hξ(x) = 1−
(

1+ ξ
x
λ

)−1/ξ
20

for all x > 0 such that 1+ ξx/λ > 0. Here λ > 0 is a scale parameter which can be ex-
pressed as a function of the GEV parameters as λ = σ+ξ(u−µ). The shape parameter
coincides with the one of the GEV distribution. In the particular case where ξ = 0, the
GPD reduces to an exponential distribution, i.e.

H0(x) = 1−exp(−x/λ).25
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Letting p = P (X > u) and recalling that, for x > u,

Hξ(x−u) ' P (Xi > x|Xi > u) = P (Xi > x)/P (Xi > u),

one gets the approximation P (Xi > x) ' pHξ(x−u). The N-year return period can then
be obtained by inverting this formula at point 1/N:

TN = u− λ
ξ

[1− (Np)ξ] if ξ 6= 05

or

TN = u+ λ log(Np) if ξ = 0.

In practice, the proportion p of observations exceeding the threshold u is fixed by the
user. Then, the threshold is estimated by the corresponding empirical quantile. The
two remaining parameters (λ,ξ) are estimated as previously via maximum likelihood or10

probability weighted moments. Here, the estimators are closed-form, their computation
is straightforward. Similarly to the block maxima approach, it is possible to compute
confidence intervals on return period to assess the statistical uncertainty of the estima-
tion. Again, the estimation depends on the choices made by the user: the proportion p
of excesses, the assumption made on the extreme-value index (ξ 6= 0 or ξ = 0) and the15

estimator used (maximum likelihood or probability weighted moments).

2.1.3 Discussion

As a conclusion, extreme-value theory offers a nice framework for the estimation of
return levels TN via block maxima or excesses modelling. The expressions of TN are
similar for the two approaches: u corresponds to µ while λ corresponds to σ in the20

block maxima technique. It appears that the only difference between both methods
relies on the estimation of the parameters. The POT approach benefits of an easy
implementation due to the existence of closed-form estimators. Extreme-value theory
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also permits a partial evaluation of the statistical uncertainty. However, the uncertainty
may be under-estimated since the variability induced by the many choices left to the
user is not taken into account. The variability can also be reduced by taking into account
some covariate information such as geographical location, see for instance (Carreau
et al., 2012; Gardes and Girard, 2010).5

3 Application to the Besançon analysis

Besançon is a very important town, born during the Gallo–Roman period (with the
name of Vesontio), located in eastern France, in a unique geographical location, in
the centre of a meander of the “Doubs” river. The meander is almost a kilometre in
diameter in the shape of an almost perfect closed loop virtually forming a peninsular10

and dominated by mount Saint-Etienne, a high plateau facing the Jura mountains. At
present, Besançon is the 30th city of France with 117 392 inhabitants. It is considerably
prone to flooding. The River Doubs’ 1910 flood, which occurred on 20 and 21 January
that year in the heart of the Franche-Comté region, is the reference used today. The
1910 water levels flooded half the city to levels of up to 1.5 m deep, or 72 cm higher15

than the previous 1882 floods. Historical research reveals that important floods also
occurred in 1364, 1456, 1570, 1776, 1789 and 1802.

Besançon possesses a “flood risk prevention plan” for adapting its risk management
policy.

3.1 Data description20

Over 75 years of data on flow-rates have been used for developing “the flood risk
prevention plan”. The River Doubs 100-year flood at Besançon is estimated as having
a flow-rate oft 1750 m3 s−1, whereas the flow-rate for the 1910 flood, the most serious
flood known, was estimated at 1610 m3 s−1. Soil sealing as a result of urbanisation
increases runoff and restricts infiltration. Heavy rainfall results in so-called storm water25
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flooding locally, and generally an increase in downstream water flow that can induce
so-called river floods caused by rivers overflowing.

The data used for estimating extreme flow-rates using the method presented above
come from the hydro data-bank which is the reference flow-rate database in France.

3.2 Numerical illustration – results5

In our block maxima implementation, each block corresponds to one year. We thus
have 59 maxima to fit the GEV distribution. The estimation of the return levels is dis-
played on Fig. 1. On the top panel, the sample estimations (crosses) are compared to
the estimation with the Gξ GEV model (continuous line). On the bottom panel, they are
compared to the G0 Gumbel model. It appears that, in both cases, sample estimates10

and model estimates are very close. Moreover, the sample estimates are always in-
cluded in the corresponding 95 % confidence intervals. These results indicate a very
good fit of the GEV model for ξ 6= 0 or ξ = 0. The estimated 100-year return levels are
reported in Table 1. They are compared to these obtained with the probability weighted
moments estimation of the GEV parameters.15

Turning to the POT approach, the first step is the selection of an appropriate
threshold u. The selection is achieved using the mean excess function defined as
m(t) = E (X − t|X > t). It is known that this function should be linear for all t > u. The
method consists in plotting an estimation of m(t) and choosing u as the smallest value
for which m(t) is linear for all t > u. The graph of the so-called mean residual life plot20

is depicted on Fig. 3. Taking the confidence intervals into account, it appears that the
graph curves between t = 0 and t = 350. Beyond this interval, the graph is approxi-
mately linear until t = 900. However, the estimation is very unstable for t > 900, since
it is based on very few points. This well-known phenomena is confirmed by the wide
confidence intervals. We thus choose to work with a threshold fixed at u = 350 leading25

to 867 excesses. The estimation of the return levels with the corresponding GDP ap-
proach is displayed on Fig. 2. On the top panel, the sample estimations (crosses) are
compared to the estimation with the Hξ GPD model (continuous line). On the bottom
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panel, they are compared to the H0 Exponential model. It appears that, in the first case
(ξ 6= 0), sample estimates and model estimates are very close. Moreover, the sample
estimates are always included in the corresponding 95 % confidence intervals. Let us
also highlight that the confidence intervals obtained with the GPD approach are smaller
than those obtained with the GEV approach since the GPD estimates are based on5

much more points. The fit of the Exponential distribution (ξ = 0) seems to be slightly
worse for large return periods. The estimated 100-year return levels are reported in
Table 1. They are compared to these obtained with the probability weighted moments
estimation of the GPD parameters.

To summarize, excluding the results obtained with the Exponential distribution (POT10

approach, ξ = 0), we end up with five estimations of the 100-year return level rang-
ing from 1209 (block maxima, ξ = 0) to 1341 (POT, ξ 6= 0). Besides, the confidence
intervals displayed on Figs. 1 and 2 provide an assessment of the uncertainty of each
individual estimation. It appears that each of these five estimations belongs to the four
95 % confidence intervals computed with the other methods. This highlights the consis-15

tency between the estimations. However, we do not have any assessment of the global
uncertainty, i.e. including the uncertainty linked to the choice of estimation method.

4 Guiding action

Results show that it is difficult in the considered situation to obtain accurate reliable
flow-rates for rare or exceptional events. We can see that flow-rate estimates with20

a 95 % confidence index (Figs. 4 and 5) vary between 920 m3 s−1 (GEV lower limit)
and 1767 m3 s−1 (Gumbel – upper limit).

Therefore, a risk management policy based merely on controlling the hazard is just
not possible for Besançon. Risk management of rare events must be integrated in
territories where work needs to be done on adapting the issues at stake and urban25

systems.
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4.1 Initiating strategic reflection

Questions clearly need to be raised on the strategy for implementing resilience. This
strategy can be defined as the art of directing and coordinating actions for attaining
an objective. Strategic reflections cover analysis, decision-taking and strategic action.
Strategic reasoning seems to be the appropriate solution for implementing resilience5

as it enables the complex nature of urban elements and resources to be integrated
into the data concerning the problem to be solved. Having or not having sufficient
resources available can seriously influence the way objectives are defined. Reflections
on resources also concern the virtues of what already exists and on the means of
benefitting from them.10

Development of an integrative approach to the strategic reflection concept is im-
portant for implementing resilience. It enables strategic reflection to be envisaged as
a global training and strategy development process that is comprised of interacting
stages of analysis, decision-taking and action.

“If analysis can be considered to be the quintessence of reflection, we must also15

consider that action is a form of reflection in itself.
Taking action means adapting, modelling and transforming intellectual concepts (de-

cisions) into results that can be materially exploited depending on the conditions en-
countered when they are implemented. Under these conditions, action includes reflec-
tion; it is a form of reflection.”20

Strategic reflection is based on analyses; it is nourished with, and formalized by,
decisions and is enriched or renewed by action. It then offers a homogeneous frame
of analysis for building up a strategy, from initial strategic notions through to the results
obtained by actions.

– Strategic analysis: strategic analysis is developed by characterizing territories’25

requirements during and after crises on the one hand, and on the basis of the
territories’ resources and capacities on the other.
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– New knowledge on modes of resilience and its organizational tools can be
obtained by analysing already-encountered situations. Innovation factors for
strengthening resilience are also a source of information for the analysis.

– Strategic reflection (at a tactical level) concerns decision-taking and tools for
decision-taking (and will also concern sustainability assessments for the strate-5

gies proposed at present).

– Action (at an operational level) is materialized by experimenting and debate on
the evaluation of results.

As far as strategic analysis is concerned, the resilience of urban systems passes via
specific approaches centred on smaller scales. The strategic analysis should help un-10

derstand the stakes for the city and also the importance of critical infrastructure in the
urban operation.

4.2 Urban component typology

The first action concerns the material components of an urban system as they play
a crucial role before, during, and after the crisis. Protection objectives must also be15

defined depending on the role played by the different urban components during flood-
ing. Tools and methods of analysis now enable us to improve the way we can identify
and locate these urban components and their functions (Prévil et al., 2003). In the Be-
sançon catchment, three types of urban component have been identified where efforts
must be made for designing a more resilient city (Fig. 6):20

– Urban components of a “strategic” nature, such as emergency centres, the gen-
darmerie and the town hall whose “function” is to shelter the persons who will be
managing emergency situations and to provide logistical and institutional support
during the crisis.

– Urban components of an “aggravating” nature such as classified installations25

for environmental protection, hydrocarbon storage centres, etc. Should they fail,
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these component elements will increase risks. It is important to know these com-
ponent elements and take action in their respect beforehand for avoiding conse-
quences of an initial disruption becoming any more serious due to domino effects
(for example, pollution resulting from non-protected stocks, industrial accidents,
etc.).5

– Urban components of a “minimizing” nature: for example, refuges guaranteeing
better resilience. These components generally offer protection against the risks
and disruptions in which they are involved, but they can also generate risks or
undergo important damage which will make emergency and post-crisis manage-
ment less effective.10

In this way, spatialisation, simulations and 3-D views can facilitate the way in which in-
herited or potential vulnerabilities are taken into account when defining urban projects.
These tools also provide information on the flow-rate at which urban components are
liable to be flooded. Material measures can then make them less vulnerable.

4.3 Approaching resilience via urban systems15

For defining resilience objectives other than those concerning components, reflections
must also be made on the way cities operate. Present-day technical urban networks
are highly vulnerable: they possess great potential for suffering from damage. They
are also sources of vulnerability on the scale of the urban system, as the way the city
operates largely depends on the fact that they operate satisfactorily. Two important20

and interconnected notions can be highlighted by analysing the behaviour of urban
technical networks:

– The “critical infrastructure” notion where “critical” is synonymous with “essential”
or “vital”. A “critical” infrastructure can be defined as a set of installations and
services that are necessary for the city (ASCE, 2009) to operate: their failure is25

a menace for the safety, economy, life style and public health of a city, a region or
even a state.
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– The notion of network interdependence: most critical infrastructures interact be-
tween each other. These interactions are often complex and unrecognized, be-
cause they go beyond the limits of the system in question.

Two types of interaction can be singled out when analysing interdependent critical in-
frastructures:5

– interactions within a single critical infrastructure (energy, sewerage or road net-
works);

– interactions between different critical infrastructures (McNally et al., 2007), which
require for a network of networks to be analysed (macro-network).

The least failure can have a “knock-on” effect on the whole system (Robert et al.,10

2009; Robert and Morabito, 2009; Serre, 2011). Therefore, analysis of interdependen-
cies requires for scales to be changed in order to analyse the component elements
of a system (fine-scale) followed by the relations between different systems (a wider
meta-system scale): a critical infrastructure is initially analysed as a system in itself
and then, on a more widely encompassing scale, as a system of critical infrastructures15

(macro-network). A conceptual Spatial Decision Support System model is required for
analysing the resilience of these technical systems (Balsells Mondejar et al., 2013).
This model is based on 3 capacities (Fig. 7):

– The capacity for resisting a disruption resulting from material damage to networks
following a hazard. The more a technical system is materially damaged, the more20

probable it will be that the system will dysfunction globally and the more difficult it
will be to put it back into service. Operating reliability notions provide methods of
determining damage to the system and taking account of interdependencies.

– The capacity to absorb a disruption, which depends on the alternatives that the
network can offer following the failure of one or more of its component elements.25

For example, when a transport network is damaged, traffic will be transferred
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to routes that are alternatives to the initial itinerary. The more different routes
there are, the less the disruption will be felt (Gleyze and Reghezza, 2007). These
are alternatives that enable service continuity to be maintained and the network
to operate in degraded mode. Methods resulting from the graph theory provide
interesting answers.5

– The capacity to recover, which is essential for a system to be resilient. For a net-
work, recovery may simply be the time required for putting a damaged compo-
nent back into service. In this case, purely technical aspects are conjugated with
more organizational aspects. Recovery also concerns the accessibility of services
needed for putting the network and any potentially damaged components back10

into service. The aim is to use spatial elements of analysis rather than organi-
zational elements that require a great deal more information: recovery capacity
assessments can be made with the help of geographic information sciences.

Strategic reflection could make decisions which will then be translated into action.
This decision could concern a panel of return period and also estimating extreme flow-15

rates using the extreme-value methods presented above and statistical uncertainty.
This also implies setting those strategies in a long term sustainable development con-
text where societies will have to learn to live with natural disasters within their local
area.

4.4 Approaching by means of awareness20

Urban and industrial development in risk areas are kept under control by means of
regulations. State policy is also based on prevention aspects. This principally concerns
fostering a culture of risk: how can education and remembrance make local inhabitants
aware of a proven risk? Responsability for reducing flood risks involves a common
culture shared between State services, the mayor and local authorities, public bodies,25

associations and citizens.
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Work must be done in common not only for developing collective awareness of the
causes, but also, and above all, for creating the collective and individual actions that
need to be set up for protecting human life and reducing the vulnerability of services
and property.

In Besançon, State services have created a documentary database on Internet for5

storing references (press articles, photographs, plans, etc.) on historic floods and mak-
ing them available to the public. Anyone can consult the database and even add new
elements to it. An Internet site acting as a Flood Observatory, which contains a certain
number of documentary and map-based initiatives, is also available. On the scale of
the River Doubs watershed, exhibitions give local inhabitants information and a booklet10

containing texts from 1910 as well as postcards is also available. They show how in-
habitants managed to organize themselves, relying on mutual solidarity both for lighting
and heating, or even for crossing water-filled streets and transporting fresh supplies to
isolated persons. The city centre was isolated and the only way of transporting people
outside the loop made by the River Doubs and back inside was via the bridge-keepers’15

shuttle system. The extent to which life stopped for 2 days is clearly visible, as well as
the time needed to return to normal. What would the effects of this flood be today, tak-
ing account of our increasing vulnerability? In 1910, it was stocks of wood that finished
up under the La République bridge. Today, we would most certainly find other equally
troublesome products jamming the river: wrecked cars, tanks and containers as well20

as all sorts of other debris.

5 Conclusion

An approach to uncertainty in hazard evaluation via different mathematical models for
extreme values makes us aware of our knowledge status and guides our reflections as
to how to implement resilience measures. When the level of uncertainty is important,25

which is the case for Besançon, it would appear to be an error – and economically im-
possible – to envisage resilience just by keeping the hazard under control by means of
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heavy structural solutions. On the contrary, using the whole region as a starting point
for a vulnerability analysis enables us to recreate different geographical levers that have
a decisive influence on risk situations: links between different scales, time-frames, par-
ticipants’ roles and interests in a dynamic, non-static perspective. Therefore, carrying
out an “autopsy” on resilience from a territorial point of view presupposes the need5

to question the priorities that need to be identified in the system and which influence
the way the system operates and the risks that exist. This approach should enable us
to identify, characterize and classify areas where vulnerability is created and dissem-
inated within a given territory. It is fundamental to concentrate on these areas when
developing prevention policies inasmuch as they are capable of disrupting, compro-10

mising, or even interrupting a territory’s operation and its development.
The resilience strategy is a complement to hazard reduction and anticipation strate-

gies. It needs for risk to be actively appropriated by the persons involved, especially
local populations, and for preventive actions (surveillance, alerts, etc.) to be developed
alongside protection actions. Under these conditions, urban planning cannot be sepa-15

rated from an organizational dimension.
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Table 1. Estimated 100-year return levels.

Block maxima Peaks other threshold

Maximum likelihood
ξ 6= 0 1331 1341
ξ = 0 1209 1525
Probability weighted moments 1235 1328
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Figure 1. Return level plot (block maxima approach, maximum likelihood estimators). Top:
assumption ξ 6= 0, bottom: assumption ξ = 0. Horizontally: −1/ log(1−1/N), logarithmic scale,
vertically: estimated N-year return level. Continuous line: estimation using the GEV, crosses:
sample points, dots: 95 % confidence interval.
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Figure 2: Return level plot (POT approach, maximum likelihood estimators). Top: 430 

assumption ξ≠0 , bottom: assumption ξ=0 . Horizontally: −1 / log (1−1/N ) , logarithmic 431 

scale, vertically: estimated N-year return level. Continuous line: estimation using the GPD, 432 

crosses: sample points, dots: 95% confidence interval. 433 

 434 
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 437 

 438 

Figure 2. Return level plot (POT approach, maximum likelihood estimators). Top: assumption
ξ 6= 0, bottom: assumption ξ = 0. Horizontally: −1log(1−1/N), logarithmic scale, vertically: esti-
mated N-year return level. Continuous line: estimation using the GPD, crosses: sample points,
dots: 95 % confidence interval.
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Table 1: Estimated 100-year return levels. 439 
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Figure 3: Mean residual life plot and associated 95% confidence interval. Horizontally: 442 
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Figure 4: Overall findings with confidence 

intervals. Horizontal: return times.  

Vertical: estimated flow-rate  

 

Figure 5: With 95% confidence, the hazard is 

located in the blue zone. Horizontal: return 

times. Vertical: estimated flow-rate   

 

Results show that it is difficult in the considered situation to obtain accurate reliable flow-237 

rates for rare or exceptional events. We can see that flow-rate estimates with a 95% 238 

confidence index (figure 4 & figure 5)  239 

vary  between  920 m3/s (gev lower limit) and 1,767 m3/sec (Gumbel – upper limit). 240 

Therefore, a risk management policy based merely on controlling the hazard is just not 241 

possible for Besançon. Risk management of rare events must be integrated in territories where 242 

work needs to be done on adapting the issues at stake and urban systems.  243 

 244 

4.1. Initiating strategic reflection 245 

 246 

Questions clearly need to be raised on the strategy for implementing resilience. This strategy 247 

can be defined as the art of directing and coordinating actions for attaining an objective. 248 

Strategic reflections cover analysis, decision-taking and strategic action. Strategic reasoning 249 

seems to be the appropriate solution for implementing resilience as it enables the complex 250 

nature of urban elements and resources to be integrated into the data concerning the problem 251 

to be solved. Having or not having sufficient resources available can seriously influence the 252 

way objectives are defined. Reflections on resources also concern the virtues of what already 253 

exists and on the means of benefitting from them.  254 

Development of an integrative approach to the strategic reflection concept is important for 255 

implementing resilience. It enables strategic reflection to be envisaged as a global training and 256 

Figure 4. Overall findings with confidence intervals. Horizontal: return times. Vertical: estimated
flow-rate.
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Figure 5. With 95 % confidence, the hazard is located in the blue zone. Horizontal: return times.
Vertical: estimated flow-rate.
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‐ Urban components of a “strategic” nature, such as emergency centres, the gendarmerie 292 

and the town hall whose “function” is to shelter the persons who will be managing 293 

emergency situations and to provide logistical and institutional support during the 294 

crisis; 295 

‐ Urban components of an “aggravating” nature such as classified installations for 296 

environmental protection, hydrocarbon storage centres, etc. Should they fail, these 297 

component elements will increase risks.  It is important to know these component 298 

elements and take action in their respect beforehand for avoiding consequences of an 299 

initial disruption becoming any more serious due to domino effects (for example, 300 

pollution resulting from non-protected stocks, industrial accidents, etc.).  301 

‐ Urban components of a “minimizing” nature: For example, refuges guaranteeing better 302 

resilience. These components generally offer protection against the risks and 303 

disruptions in which they are involved, but they can also generate risks or undergo 304 

important damage which will make emergency and post-crisis management less 305 

effective.  306 

In this way, spatialisation, simulations and 3D views can facilitate the way in which inherited 307 

or potential vulnerabilities are taken into account when defining urban projects. These tools 308 

also provide information on the flow-rate at which urban components are liable to be flooded. 309 

Material measures can then make them less vulnerable. 310 

 311 

 312 

Figure 6: Map of material components.   313 

 314 
Figure 6. Map of material components.
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example, when a transport network is damaged, traffic will be transferred to routes 351 

that are alternatives to the initial itinerary. The more different routes there are, the less 352 

the disruption will be felt (Gleyze and Reghezza 2007). These are alternatives that 353 

enable service continuity to be maintained and the network to operate in degraded 354 

mode. Methods resulting from the graph theory provide interesting answers.  355 

‐ The capacity to recover, which is essential for a system to be resilient. For a network, 356 

recovery may simply be the time required for putting a damaged component back into 357 

service. In this case, purely technical aspects are conjugated with more organizational 358 

aspects. Recovery also concerns the accessibility of services needed for putting the 359 

network and any potentially damaged components back into service. The aim is to use 360 

spatial elements of analysis rather than organizational elements that require a great 361 

deal more information: recovery capacity assessments can be made with the help of 362 

geographic information sciences 363 

 364 

Figure 7 : Application of conceptual Spatial Decision Support System model to the 365 

neighborhood level (Balsells Mondéjar et al. 2013) 366 

 367 

Figure 7. Application of conceptual Spatial Decision Support System model to the neighbor-
hood level (Balsells Mondéjar et al., 2013).
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